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ESPRIT DE COR
PURPOSE-BREEDING THOROUGHBREDS
BY LESLIE THRELKELD

Lauren Penfold and Coranto (Johnny Can
Hop x Coramandel, Surly Swain) competed
to the Preliminary level together. photo courtesy
lauren penfold
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The dedicated journey of one breeder’s life with
Thoroughbreds tells the story of her influence on
the horses and people that surrounded her.

N

ancy Gosch, originally from
Brooklyn, New York, purpose-bred
Thoroughbreds for eventing for
30 years. Her Thoroughbreds are
not tattooed and they never raced. Her operation
began humbly, evolving into a legacy that stands
the test of time despite drastic changes in the sport.
Mrs. Gosch’s efforts in Thoroughbred breeding
continue to enrich the lives of countless amateurs and
professionals in eventing today.
“I wanted to breed an exceptional horse, a winner
for [my daughter, Margaret] to ride and compete!”
Mrs. Gosch said. “It didn’t all happen in one simple
sentence, but in time it finally did. To breed, nurture
and raise horses while raising children, watch them
grow and compete together as a successful pair was and
is a most rewarding feeling. My homegrowns, horses
and children, have done me proud.”
Mrs. Gosch grew up on a farm in Birdsboro,
Pennsylvania. She and her husband, Richard Gosch,
moved to Newnan, Georgia after the birth of their
fifth child, Margaret, in 1966. They bought a 50-acre
farm on Welcome Road and established Wood’N
Horse Stables. For the next four decades, hundreds of
enthusiasts would learn about the beauty and reward
of a life with horses there. Many of them also became
owners of Mrs. Gosch’s homebred Thoroughbreds.
The first horse she purchased for breeding was
Surly Swain. He eventually sired one of Mrs. Gosch’s
foundation stallions, BOC (named after the Bank of
Coweta, which held the farm loan). Macall, BOC’s
dam, came along soon after, as did Johnny Can Hop
(Navy Hop x Don’t Go Away, Menace), a racehorse
that was retired after sustaining a knee injury.
Macall was purchased in Pennsylvania and was
the daughter of steeplechaser Cormac. Mrs. Gosch
had seen Cormac race over fences and was impressed
by him. Macall’s first foal was a filly born in 1974
called Nightjar. The following year, Macall and Surly
Swain produced Corcall (“Corky”), who became
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Mrs. Gosch with
daughter, Margaret
photo courtesy margaret martin

Margaret’s horse. Together they
competed to long-format Advanced,
were alternates for the 1987 Pan
American Games, and were long-listed
for the 1988 Olympics.
“He was my first really nice horse
and obviously full of scope and talent,”
Margaret (now Martin) said. Corky was
her 18th birthday present in 1979, and
they were a competitive team until he
was retired ten years later.
Margaret was a natural rider
from childhood and spent every day
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helping in the barn. “Feeding and
mucking and then being involved
with mom’s interest in the breeding,
raising, and training kept my days
good and busy,” she said. “Since I was
young, fairly talented, and invincible
(so I thought then), I helped with the
ground work and breaking of all the
youngsters. Looking back on it, I was
so very fortunate to be exposed to
so many different minds, bodies, and
characteristics of so many horses.
What an education and labor of love!”

2014

Most of Mrs. Gosch’s young horses
were raised, started under saddled,
and began their competitive careers
out of Wood’N Horse Stables. It was
an invaluable education not only for
the horses, but for the ever-present
group of ambitious young riders at the
farm as well. The young horses were
started slowly and only when they were
physically and mentally ready. “There
are few sound-minded, sound-bodied
equines these days that compare to the
quietly brought along, confident, and
naturally talented youngsters from
Wood’N Horse,” Margaret said.
Former USEA President and
1974 World Championship team
gold medalist Denny Emerson has
the utmost respect for Mrs. Gosch.
“She was a sport horse breeder long
before anyone in this country thought
about being a sport horse breeder,”
he said. They also happened to
share a passion for the same Cormac
bloodline. His description of their
relationship provides great context for
the successful careers of the Cormac
descendants in eventing.
“I saw an ad [by Erwin Auman] in the
Chronicle of the Horse classifieds around
1971: ‘For sale: mares by Bonne Nuit,
Wait a Bit, Cormac, and their foals,” said
Denny, a self-proclaimed lifelong student
of pedigrees. “I knew that Mary Mars’
Tomboy, a grand prix show jumper, was
by Wait a Bit, and Cormac almost won
the Maryland Hunt Cup.”
In 1949, Cormac stepped on a bottle
on the track, severing a tendon and
ending his career. He went on to sire
several Hunt Cup winners, however. He
also sired USEA Hall of Famer Bally
Cor, a mare bred to race over fences but
ridden instead to team and individual gold
medals at both the 1975 Pan American
Games and 1976 Montreal Olympics.
“Peterski, out of Cormac’s dam
Sauge, did win the Hunt Cup,” Denny
went on. “I had friends that had Cormac
horses. King of Spades won the Virginia
Gold Cup a bunch of times—he was
by Cormac. The guy I worked for at
Dartmouth, Mac Williamson, back in the
50s and 60s, he had Cormac babies. And
everyone knew Bonne Nuit; he sired

Margaret and Corky.
photo courtesy margaret martin

Nightlark and New Twist [grandsire of
Gem Twist].”
So Denny went to see the mares and
foals that were listed in the ad and ultimately
bought Royal Core, (Cormac x Call Royal,
Bonne Nuit) and Core Buff (Buffoonery
x Royal Core). It was then that Denny
made Mrs. Gosch’s acquaintance. She had
purchased Royal Core’s full sister, Macall.
“An instant rapport sprang up
between us. We were interested in the
same bloodlines and history and shared
the same frustration that Americans
had a breeding base of wonderful oldfashioned Thoroughbred lines and were
not taking advantage of it,” Denny said.
He ended up selling Royal Core to
Essie Perkins (Royal Core eventually
went on to an Advanced career with
Bruce Davidson, Sr.) and continued to
compete Core Buff at Advanced. Core
Buff would sire Chestry Oak, another
of Denny’s Advanced mounts and now
a foundation mare in Denny’s own
breeding program.
Denny and Mrs. Gosch crossed
paths often at horse trials and would

“

She understood
that staying
power and the
ability to run
and jump those
big fences was
a hereditary
quality worth
keeping in
the American
bloodline pool.”

catch up with one another about their
horses. Denny described Mrs. Gosch
as “ahead of her time” in breeding,
and that she “understood that staying
power and the ability to run and jump
those big fences was a hereditary
quality worth keeping in the American
bloodline pool.” All of her horses
were bred before the introduction of
the short format in eventing, when
horses were still expected to trot, run,
and jump for close to 20 miles on the
endurance day.
“Mrs. Gosch, I think, intuitively
understood there are distance horses
and there are flat track horses. You
had to have a galloper. She figured if a
horse can gallop and jump around the
four-mile Maryland Hunt Cup over
five-foot timber fences, they could get
the distance in what they called the
classic three-day. She valued horses
that weren’t blazingly fast but what we
called ‘all-day stayers.’ They could get
out there and hunt and gallop all day
and not get exhausted. They were just
tough old horses.”
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Lilly of the Valley, owned and ridden by Kristen Shimeall Cooper, competed through
Preliminary in eventing and Level 7 in show jumping. She is by Johnny Can Hop
and out of Choclair, who became one of Mrs. Gosch’s beloved school horses. photo
courtesy kristen shimeall cooper

Despite their undeniable
endurance and jumping ability, Mrs.
Gosch’s horses were, and still are,
often mistaken for Warmbloods.
They are quiet with splendid work
ethics. They have a strong build,
with substantial hindquarters and
slightly bigger bones than the average
Thoroughbred. Strong bones and a big
engine support longevity in the event
horse, which was one of Mrs. Gosch’s
major concerns.
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“Mom’s breeding program generally
proved itself not only by the numbers
she produced who competed in some
sort of aspect, but by their soundness
mentally and physically,” Margaret said.
Mrs. Gosch bred for disposition,
soundness, and ability. Indeed, she
considered a mare’s personality and
conformation before studying the
pedigree. And for giving them a job
and a happy home, the mares paid
her back tenfold. Use Too, a mare
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by Ruleristic and out of Miss Rafty,
produced 17 foals, several of which
reached the upper levels of eventing
with amateur riders.
“In any breeding program, there
is a sort of bell curve where you get
a few outliers that are supremely
talented, but you will not always get
horses that will go to the top, so you
better have horses that people can
ride,” Denny said.
It is a special gift to be able to
breed a horse with all the qualities of
an upper-level competitor but with the
quiet and forgiving attitude one looks
for in an amateur mount. Mrs. Gosch’s
granddaughter, Megan Gosch, who
has been “riding longer than walking,”
said the horses bred at Wood’N Horse
“would make good solid event horses
at whatever level people wanted to go,
whether that was trotting over logs at
home or galloping an Advanced crosscountry course.”
Corky’s full sister, Cor Anglaise, is
an excellent example of the versatility
of Mrs. Gosch’s horses. “Angie” rose
through the levels with Margaret
and later went Advanced with Jade
Anderson, when both horse and rider
were 18 years old. The following season,
Angie took 12-year-old Megan to
Novice and Training horse trials.
The “Gosch babies,” as they
are affectionately called, “wanted
their person, and that’s what my
grandmother always wanted—for them
to go to the right person,” Megan said.
“And most everyone who bought one
kept them throughout their lives. They
were never sold again. When she sold a
horse it was important it was the right
match. She wanted them to go to people
that loved them.”
Margaret echoed this sentiment:
“Thoroughbreds certainly have the
heart and soul to gallop and jump, but
pair that with a happy horse and rider
combination and there was little to slow
them down!”
Mrs. Gosch is now retired, and Mr.
Gosch passed away in 2013 at age 86.
The Wood’N Horse legacy lives on
through their four-legged “children,”
including Cor Magnifique, or Camden,
one of BOC’s last offspring, born when

Megan Gosch and Cor D’Harmonie at Silk Hope Horse Trials. dean graham photo

the stallion was in his 20s. Camden
is practically the culmination of all
those years of breeding; he is by BOC
and out of a chestnut mare called Cor
de Rose, daughter of Johnny Can
Hop and Corines Rose. He currently
stands at stud with Elisa Wallace in
Jasper, Georgia.
Camden’s full brother, Cor de
Chasse, has competed for over ten
years at Training and above with his
owner Jennifer Davis. Jen grew up
riding at Wood’N Horse and owns
two additional Gosch babies—Cor
Septembre (BOC x Cor de Rose) and
Cor Printemps (BOC x Choppen Pam).
Holla Vettir (BOC x Use Too),
retired in 2011 at age 17 from a tenyear career at Preliminary and above.
Cornichon (BOC x Luz Maria), owned
by Roslyn Johnson, is an experienced
Intermediate competitor at age 17
with Young Rider Sophie David in the
irons. Cornichon’s full sister, Amicor,
has competed through Preliminary and
currently campaigns at Training with
19-year-old owner/rider Holly Malcom.
Megan herself owns and competes Cor
Encore, also called “Olivia,” whom Megan
and Mrs. Gosch produced by crossing
Johnny Can Hop with Cor D’Harmonie
(BOC x Gumbo Lilly). Harmonie was
Megan’s first Gosch baby that she started

riding as a pre-teen; Olivia was born
during her senior year of high school.
“It’s a tough sell breeding horses
today, and unless you’re totally
committed to it, people give it up. It’s not
for the faint of heart,” Denny said. “You
have to have somebody with a dream and
a commitment to an ideal if you’re going
to be in something as hard as breeding.
You’ve got to stay steadfast with that or
it’s going to knock you down. I think [Mrs.
Gosch] had that. She wasn’t in it for halfmeasures. She was the whole deal.”
Mrs. Gosch bred Thoroughbreds for
eventing from 1975 through 2004. The
Jockey Club statistics provided for this
article list Mrs. Gosch as the breeder of
70 Thoroughbreds between the years
1975 and 2005. There are at least 30
Gosch babies sired by Surly Swain,
BOC, Johnny, or Camden listed in
the USEA database. Yet, considering
results below Preliminary were not
recorded by the USEA until after
the turn of the century and horses
were not required to be registered if
competing below Preliminary, it is safe
the say that the USEA equation is
incomplete and assume at least half of
the Thoroughbreds bred by Mrs. Gosch
went on to participate in eventing.
“It was all very hard work that
taught me that patience, time, and

timing are essential and one never stops
learning,” Mrs. Gosch said. “I’ve been
fortunate to do that which I had always
dreamed of and am thankful for the
rewards and satisfaction, yet [I was]
constantly humbled along the way. What
an enjoyable way of living I’ve had.
“I feel exceedingly lucky. Odds are
not always in your favor when it comes to
breeding. Not all the pieces fall together,
so when you watch one of your own,
whether it’s competing or simply bringing
satisfaction to an owner, I am very proud.”
Editor’s Note: Full Disclosure. I was
first introduced to eventing at Mrs. Gosch’s
Wood’N Horse Stables when I was 10
years old. I spent most weekends at the
farm learning and playing and became
the eventual partner of Cor Bastille (BOC
x Use Too). My sweet “Sam” took me to
Preliminary and made an immeasurable
impact on my life in our 15 years together.
My mother was fortunate to ride the
amazing Cor Anglaise, or “Angie,” who
taught her confidence and grace. They say
to write what you know, and at the urging
of Mr. Emerson, who wholeheartedly
believes Mrs. Gosch deserves recognition
for her contribution to the sport, I wrote
this story. Mrs. Gosch passed away the
morning of April 8, 2014 just a few hours
before press time. She will be missed.
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